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Universal molecule injector in liquid helium: Pulsed cryogenic doped
helium droplet source

V. Ghazarian, J. Eloranta, and V. A. Apkariana)

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Irvine, California 92697

~Received 17 May 2002; accepted for publication 10 June 2002!

Progress toward the construction of a universal molecule injector for doping bulk liquid helium is
reported. A pulsed valve that operates at cryogenic temperatures, down to 4 K, is demonstrated
within the confinement of a cryostat, operating in the vapor above a steady level of liquid He. The
insulated valve can be operated at elevated temperatures with preseeded helium gas in supersonic
expansion mode, as demonstrated through laser-induced fluorescence spectra of seeded NO2. At
cryogenic operating temperatures, the expansion into vapor helium produces a well-collimated
liquid helium droplet beam, which is then used to transfer to the liquid impurities produced by laser
ablation from a cryogenic rotating target. The operation can be visualized using copper as the
ablation target: the droplet beam is imaged via Rayleigh scattering, while the beam past the plasma
is imaged by the fluorescence of the entrained Cu atoms. The beam drags along copper ions and
electrons, the recombination of which controls the fluorescence yield downstream. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1505662#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of spectroscopy, chemistry, and dynam
of molecular species in superfluid helium are the subject
intense research at present.1–5 Much of this progress has oc
curred by the cluster pickup technique, which was pionee
by Scoles,6 and extensively developed by the Toennie2

group among others.7,8 Rather thorough reviews of the ex
perimental and theoretical aspects of molecular studie
doped liquid droplets have appeared.2,3 Beside the investiga
tion of implications of superfluidity on microscopic scales9

these experiments have been used to take advantage of
ous properties of the droplets. For example, the very c
and inert nature of the clusters allows the isolation of d
cately metastable species for spectroscopic investigation10

and the superthermal conductivity of the droplets coup
with mobility of species allows for unusual chemistry.7 De-
spite the exciting advances made by the cluster techni
there are important reasons to consider the spectroscop
molecules in bulk helium.11 The limitation of thermodynamic
variables in clusters, boundary effects due to finite size,
homogeneities due to the large dispersion of cluster sizes
among the reasons. Several techniques have been deve
for the injection of atomic impurities in bulk helium.1 The
electrostatically driven injection of ions,12 injection of ions
with subsequent neutralization,13 and in situ laser
ablation,14,15 direct coupling of discharged gas flow to th
liquid,16 are examples. These methods have succee
mainly in the injection of atomic species. There does not
exist a reliable method for injecting molecular species
liquid helium, under conditions suitable for spectrosco
studies—sufficient residence time and concentration.17 This
is the motivation behind the instrumental development t
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we present here. Our intention is to develop a sufficien
flexible molecule injector to be able to investigate stable a
transient molecules in bulk HeII ~liquid helium below thel
point transition, which occurs at 2.17 K!.18 Beside the inves-
tigation of molecular dynamics in this unusual bath, ul
mately we would like the capability to harness the produ
of expected unusual chemistry in measurable quantities.
progress toward this aim has already produced valuable
strumental developments, such as the intense, pulsed, c
genic droplet source, which we describe here; and which
already been used to advantage in cluster applications as
scribed in the accompanying article by the Vilesov and M
mose groups.19

A. Design considerations

Due to its self-purifying nature, HeII is one of the purest
condensates. In essence, bulk liquid helium may be rega
as the poorest of solvents. Accordingly, any doping of
fluid will be transient in nature. Through proper design, w
can only hope to maximize the length of time between inj
tion and phase separation of the dopant from the fluid. A
to be able to take advantage of the properties of the bath
doping must be accomplished under gentle enough co
tions to ensure thermal equilibrium between impurity a
fluid during the transient time of mixing. The high therm
conductivity of HeII is to be relied on for this purpose.18

Nevertheless, it is necessary to minimize the thermal load
the liquid—the injection process must be designed to prec
internal degrees of freedom of the impurity and to reduce
latent heats of fusion. These considerations have dictated
design of our injector. The concept is to encapsulate mole
lar species first in large helium droplets, then to allow t
doped droplets to softly land on the surface of the liqu
Since it is known that droplets pick up virtually any impuri
that they encounter, even if some open shell species rem
il:
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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on the droplet surface, the presolvation concept can be
pected to be universal. To guarantee soft landing of
doped droplets in the liquid, it is necessary to reduce the p
velocity of the droplet beam, which is determined by t
source temperature.20 Clearly, a nozzle that could operate
temperatures close to that of the liquid would be desira
The practical design would dictate operation of a source
T;4.2 K, maintained at that temperature by the vapor ab
the fluid. Finally, since we expect phase segregation of
cess dopants, it is useful to inject the impurities at high d
sities only when needed. This calls for a pulsed injec
operating with a duty cycle matched to the spectrosco
measurements. In addition to increasing signal-to-noise r
in spectroscopic measurements that use pulsed lasers, s
source would minimize heat and gas loads. The latter c
sideration is crucial to maintain a clear liquid–gas interfa
by minimizing the total amount of impurities injected durin
an experiment. Experience with continuous flow sour
shows that with time, impurities freeze out as a film on t
liquid surface. Indeed, we expect most measurements in
liquid phase to be carried out near the surface, before
dopants have a chance to cluster through diffusion contro
encounters. Quite clearly, if the nozzle operates at cryog
temperatures, then it cannot be preseeded~except for 3He
and H2). This dictates that impurities be picked up dow
stream. We use laser ablation as a general approach for
ducing the species to be crossed with the droplet beam
this end we incorporate a rotating target as a laser abla
platform, using a motor that operates at the cryogenic te
peratures maintained by the evaporating helium. Given
significant development in laser ablation science, knowle
exists for volatilizing nearly any desired molecular specie21

Thus, the coupling of the cryogenic pulsed nozzle with
cryogenic laser ablation target over liquid helium contains
of the design elements of a universal molecule injector.
low, we describe the construction details and demonstra
of the performance of the system.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A. Cryostat

The experiments are carried out in a custom design
optical helium cryostat~Oxford!. The inner copper shaft o
the cryostat, where the liquid is held, has a diameter of
cm. The liquid hold can be accessed through five sets
optical windows, three windows in each set, as illustrated
Fig. 1. Liquid helium is delivered from a 15 L reservoir,
capacity sufficient for 50 h of continuous operation in t
absence of thermal loads. The temperature of the liqui
controlled to60.05 K through resistive heating under a pr
portional integral differential control~Lakeshore Model 321!
and by manual control of the helium flow rate. Temperat
is monitored through a pair of calibrated silicon diodes. T
liquid is pumped with a 35 cubic feet per minute~CFM!
trapped mechanical pump, which is throttled to maint
steady evaporation at the saturated vapor pressure of the
uid P50.3– 30 Torr. The radiative heat flux through the o
tical windows limits the achievable base temperature to 1
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AI
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K. Heat load management is the critical consideration in
design of the various inserts in order to provide a sta
liquid level during measurements.

B. Pulsed cryo-valve

A commercial solenoid valve~Parker Hannifin, Genera
Valve, Series 99!, with spring loaded action in both open an
close strokes, and 0.2 mm orifice, is used to generate a
rected beam. The valve generates a pulsed supersonic ex
sion when operating at high temperatures, and a liquid
lium droplet beam when cooled. With some care to details
assembly, the valve can be reliably operated at temperat
as low as 4.2 K, when bathed with liquid He. Under norm
operating temperatures, poppets made of elastomers are
to form a tight seal through plastic deformation. Since t
sought cryogenic temperature of operation is below the g
transition of elastomers, the seal now must be made by m
taining tight tolerances between hard surfaces. A polis
surface on the poppet cone and a round valve seat wi
sharp edge is necessary. Deformation or blemishes on e

FIG. 1. Schematic of the cryostat, nozzle, and rotary ablation target:~V. J.!
vacuum jacket around the valve;~S. V.! solenoid valve;~R. H.! resistive
heater;~M. I.! macor insulating disk attached to the valve and jacket throu
indium seals;~S. D.! silicon diode temperature sensors;~F. T.! fill tube for
the liquid helium;~G. I.! gas inlet made of 1/8 in. ss tubing; and~C. C. D.!
imaging color camera. The ablation laser, rotating target, He beam,
liquid helium with a dimple on the surface are shown schematically. T
drawing is to scale except for the section showing the liquid He and liq
N2 reservoirs. In the expansion below, with the dashed square, we show
area imaged by the camera, which is displayed in Figs. 3, 4, and 6.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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surface, while forgiving at room temperature, lead to leak
cryogenic temperatures. Inspection of the poppet and
valve seat under340 magnification is usually sufficient t
determine whether a valve will operate or fail under cry
genic conditions. We use Kel–F for the poppet material, a
the bullet nose geometry for the tip.

The system was designed for two modes of operatio

~a! coupling a hot nozzle to the cold bath, using a p
seeded supersonic expansion; and

~b! cryogenic operation of the valve to generate large
lium droplets, to be seeded by laser ablation, and s
sequent soft landing of the doped droplets.

In the first mode of operation, good insulation of the valve
minimize radiative and convective heat loads on the liquid
essential. The design that accomplishes this is shown in
1. The 1/8 in. stainless steel~ss! tubing that supplies the ga
to the valve is wrapped in layers of silvered mylar, and
contained in a vacuum jacket. The connection between
valve and the polished ss jacket is made through a 1/4
thick macor disk, which is thinned into a cone at the cente
avoid obstructing the gas expansion. The macor is seale
the valve and vacuum jacket with indium gaskets. Multip
layers of silvered mylar sheets provide additional insulat
in all critical interfaces. The pulsed valve is resistive
heated. This design has enabled operation of the valve
distance of 7 cm above the liquid, at a nozzle temperatur
170 K, while maintaining the liquid atT51.7 K at an accept-
able rate of evaporation. Under these conditions, at a bac
pressure of 4 bar, for nominal pulse widths of,400 ms, the
supersonic beam could be effectively coupled to the liqu
This is verified visually, by observing the formation of
stationary dimple at the liquid surface where the beam
delivered. The opening time of the valve is adjusted to p
vent liquid from splattering.

In the cryogenic operation mode, the temperature of
nozzle and the backing pressure of the gas can be adjust
effect expansion either from the gas side or the liquid s
of the helium phase diagram. When expanded in vacu
(P,1023 Torr), it is known that both of these approach
yield large helium clusters through mechanisms that h
been characterized experimentally22,23 and modeled
theoretically.24 In the first case, adiabatic cooling of the g
leads to clustering during the expansion with cluster si
N,104, determined by the stagnation temperature and p
sure. In the case of expansion from the liquid side, the dr
lets undergo evaporative cooling to shrink to a bimodal t
minal size distribution, with the larger droplets containi
N.106 atoms. These conditions are reached in the pre
design while operating as a cluster beam, in the absenc
the liquid, as has been verified.19 The operating conditions o
our ultimate application are somewhat unusual, since
droplet beam must be expanded into the vapor above
liquid ~saturated vapor pressure ranging from 0.3 to 30 To!.
Moreover, to achieve conditions of ‘‘soft landing,’’ it is de
sirable to operate the nozzle at the lowest possible temp
ture. Although the valve operates reliably at 4 K, and ass
bly need not be adjusted for repeated heating/cooling cyc
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AI
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its operating characteristics change with temperature.
performance of the expansion under different stagna
pressure and temperature conditions, and as a functio
temperature and pressure in the expansion chamber, ar
rectly visualized using a color charge coupled device~CCD!
camera~Sony DXC-390!. The beam is imaged by the Ray
leigh scattered light from the ultraviolet~UV! ablation laser,
while the beam downstream from the ablation site is imag
by recording the fluorescence of the entrained, ablated
cies~see below!. Note, since the nozzle is cooled by the co
He vapor, its insulation presents the disadvantage of ine
cient cooling. At a repetition rate of 10 Hz, the nozzle te
perature climbs up from the ambient of 4 K to 15 K due to
the heat dissipated in the solenoid. Thermal shorting, by
ing the inner vacuum jacket with helium gas allows 10 H
operation at a nozzleT,10 K, with the liquid maintained
below thel point.

C. Cryogenic, rotating ablation target

A hobby shop motor is used to rotate the ablation tar
at temperatures as low as 4 K. The motor is mounted o
bracket, fixed to the bottom of the valve assembly 5
below the nozzle~see Fig. 1!. Its placement is optimized fo
efficient coupling between the ablation plume and bea
without destroying the beam expansion profile. These adj
ments are made using the CCD camera, which is moun
behind a macro lens with adjustable magnification. Cool
reduces the resistance of the windings of the motor, and
creases the current demand for steady rotation~typical oper-
ating power is 100 mW!. Also, step rotation could be
achieved with a function generator, in which case the c
sumed rms power is reduced to;10 mW. The associated
heat load on the liquid is tolerable, as judged by the rate
evaporation. Rather stable ablation is also possible for
tended periods from stationary targets.

FIG. 2. Excitation spectrum of NO2 in the supersonic expansion from th
room temperature nozzle. The example is from a 1% mixture of NO2 in He,
expanded at stagnation pressure of 4 bar. The observable splitting o
R(2) and R(4) lines is due to spin-rotation coupling~see Ref. 25!. The
relative intensity of theR(0) to P(2) line is used to extract a rotationa
temperature ofT51.6 K.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Room temperature operation of the nozzle in supersonic expansion mode, and pickup of laser ablated copper atoms~for the field of view of
the camera, see bottom part of Fig. 1!. ~a! Laser ablated Cu plume in vacuum, with misaligned gaseous helium beam.~b! Attachment of the plasma to the
gaseous beam is indicated by the distorted white core~stagnation pressure55 bar, chamber pressure520 Torr).~c! Beam expanded with a stagnation pressu
of 5 bar, into chamber at a pressure of 9 Torr.~d! Expansion at a stagnation pressure of 4 bar, into chamber at a pressure of 14 Torr. Note, in all cases th
to the left of the plasma is a reflection off the ablation target, which is a polished copper disk. The indicated scale applies for~a!, ~c! and~d!, the image in~b!
is further magnified by 50%.
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In the present setup, with pulsed valve and rotating
lation target operating near 10 K, 5 cm above the liqu
level, the liquid could be maintained below thel point.

III. PERFORMANCE

A. Operation in supersonic expansion
mode-warm nozzle

Given the confined environment of the nozzle and
relatively low pumping speed used, it is important to te
whether the required expansion ratios can be reached
generating a supersonic beam.20 This we test by expanding
helium seeded with 1% NO2, by recording the well-known
excitation spectrum of this molecule,25 using laser induced
fluorescence~LIF! for detection. A typical spectrum is show
in Fig. 2. From the intensity ratio between theP(2) and
R(0) lines of 0.5, using the spacing between these lines
6 B52.4 cm21, the rotational temperature of NO2 can be
established as 1.6 K. Clearly, the arrangement allows e
cient cooling through supersonic expansion. The operatio
the expansion was tested as a function of backing press
and as a function of pressure in the expansion chamber.
latter was intended to simulate conditions of operation wh
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AI
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the beam is coupled to the liquid. Expansion into a ba
ground pressure of 1 Torr at a backing pressure of 10
produced comparable rotational cooling in NO2. Despite the
low temperature of the molecule, the spectra do not con
any evidence of clustered species. This, we take as an
cation that the monitored fluorescence of NO2 is quenched
by helium; and we conclude that LIF of NO2 is unsuitable
for detecting molecules in the liquid phase.

B. Laser ablation seeding and imaging
of the pulsed beam

The use of a rotating copper disk provides a conveni
target for ablation, with the additional benefit that the ch
acteristic copper fluorescence plume (42P3/2→5 2D5/2 tran-
sition at 510.6 nm, with radiative lifetimet50.5ms) allows
visualization of the beam and the pickup process. Eithe
XeCl excimer laser~308 nm, 40 mJ/pulse, 15 ns puls
width!, or the tripled output of a yttrium–aluminum–garn
laser~355 nm, 7 mJ/pulse, 4 ns pulse width! was used as the
ablation source. A single lens (focal length.520 cm) was
used for focusing. Fluorescence at 90° was collected,
persed through a 1/4-meter monochromator, and detected
ing a CCD array to identify the emission lines.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Droplet beam and its traversal through the ablation zone, with nozzle atT550 K, and chamber atP530 Torr. The images are snapshots
different delays between valve and laser trigger~for the field of view of the camera, see bottom part of Fig. 1! ~a! Ablation with beam off. The contour of the
lower part of the copper disk~9 mm diameter! appears as a dark blue ellipse below the ablation spot, via scattering of the UV laser~308 nm!. ~b! Droplet beam
observable above plasma through Rayleigh scattering of the ablation laser. The droplet beam has just reached the plasma, as evidenced by the smtortion
of the plume.~c!, ~d! Successive larger distortions of the plasma by the piercing droplet beam. The scale shown applies for~a! and~c!, while ~b! and~d! are
further magnified by a factor of 2. In all cases, the images to the left of the plasma core are reflections from the polished copper disk.
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In Fig. 3, we illustrate the process for the superso
expansion from the room temperature nozzle. When the
lation is carried out in vacuum, the green plume exten
;0.25 cm beyond the plasma which appears as a br
white core. This can be seen in Fig. 3~a!, which also shows
the misaligned molecular beam, as it sweeps the fluores
Cu atoms downstream. The observation of a dark region
tween the plume and the beam is informative. As the plas
rarefies, the fluorescence subsides. This explains the
region following the plume as it expands in vacuum. T
subsequent resumption of intense fluorescence from
denser helium beam volume suggests that the atomic e
sion is the result of recombination between ions and e
trons. Multiple scattering in the helium beam effective
cools the charged particles, and their recombination rat
greatly enhanced by the presence of a third body. The c
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AI
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pling of the plasma to the beam can be observed in Fig. 3~b!,
in which the beam is properly aligned, and the bright plas
core is strongly distorted downward. The images are limi
to ;0.6 cm by the field of view of the camera, however, t
fluorescence which traces the beam path remains visible f
distance of;10 cm. This length scale is consistent with th
expectation that the electronically excited Cu atoms will
swept by the beam. Thus, given the plug velocity of the ro
temperature expansion of 1300 ms21, within the fluorescence
lifetime of the Cu(42P3/2) atoms oft50.5ms, a fluorescent
trail of 6.5 cm is to be expected. Indeed, while fluorescen
from the plasma shows a large number of atomic and io
lines, the downstream fluorescence only reveals the ato
4 2P3/2→5 2D5/2 transition.

As the ambient pressure in the expansion chambe
increased, both the ablation plume and the beam contra
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3611Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 73, No. 10, October 2002 Molecular injector in liquid helium
length. This is illustrated in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!, for expan-
sions into 9 and 14 Torr of helium, respectively~backing
pressure of 5 bar!. As the chamber pressure is increased,
fluorescent trail shrinks in length and becomes narrowe
width—from 3 mm at 9 Torr to 2 mm at 14 Torr. In effec
the ambient pressure acts as a skimmer. In the 5 cm tr
from nozzle to ablation point the mach disk is destroyed, a
only the collimated core survives. The reduction in the len
of the fluorescent trail is to be expected as a consequenc
the collision-induced reduction in plug velocity and length
directed flow.

Since the arrival of the beam to the ablation zone can
accurately determined through imaging, the performance
the valve and the beam under different conditions could
tested. When a 250-ms-long gate voltage is applied to th
valve, the time duration for which the plasma distortion c
be seen is 325ms. This, we associate with the open period
the valve. It can be concluded that the room tempera
response time of the solenoid action is 75ms, implying that
150 ms is the minimum gate for complete opening. At s
tings below 50ms, the valve does not open at all, as verifi
by the absence of any pressure rise in the chamber. T
parameters may vary based on assembly of the valve, an
operatingP, T conditions.

C. Cryogenic operation

As the temperature of the nozzle drops, the transit
from gas beam to liquid droplet beam can be observed by
sudden enhancement of Rayleigh scattering from the d
lets. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, for a nozzle temperature
50 K and a stagnation pressure of 5 bar. In Fig. 4~a!, the
plasma is shown with the beam off, generated at a cham
pressure of 30 Torr. The copper plume is further contrac
by collisions with the cold gas, limiting the atomic fluore
cence to a thin green halo of;0.025 cm around the cosin
distribution of the plasma. In Fig. 4~b!, the Rayleigh scat-

FIG. 5. Fluorescence time profile of Cu atoms~at 510 nm! entrained in the
droplet beam. The data were recorded as a function of the pressure i
chamber, and the accompanying equilibrium temperature of the nozzle~a!
P55 Torr, T527 K; ~b! P514 Torr, T530 K; and ~c! P520 Torr, T
533 K.
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tered radiation from the ablation laser~308 nm! can be seen
as a blue beam above the slightly distorted plasma. The d
let beam is now significantly tighter, with a width of 0.5 mm
Recognizing that the nozzle orifice is 0.2 mm, and that
measurement is made 5 cm downstream from the orifice
becomes apparent that the performance is more typical
skimmed beam.20 The increasing distortion of the plasma du
to coupling to the droplet beam can be seen in Fig. 4~b! and
4~c!. In each of these images the beam can be seen
before and after crossing the plasma. Above the plasm
appears blue due to the scattered laser, while below
plasma, it appears green due to the copper fluorescence@the
colors are determined by the red–blue–green response o
camera#. The notable finding is that a well-collimated, in
tense droplet beam is formed under the unusual condition
expansion into a chamber filled with 30 Torr of helium vap
and a nozzle temperature of 50 K.

This finding is surprising especially in view of the re
sults of Slipchenkoet al., who establish that when expande
in vacuum, a nozzle temperature of 50 K does not produc
detectable flux of liquid droplets.19 Evidently, when operat-
ing over the cold vapor, droplet formation occurs by poste
pansion condensation. This is a significantly different mec

the

FIG. 6. ~Color! Cryogenic expansion, with ablation target situated 2 c
above the liquid level~for the field of view of the camera, see bottom part
Fig. 1!. ~a! ablation with beam off and~b! ablation with beam on, nozzle
temperature515 K, chamber pressure59 Torr, liquid temperature52 K.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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nism of generating a collimated helium beam—a mechan
that is not well understood at present.

Cooling of the nozzle in our apparatus is provided by
cold helium vapor. As such, when cooling, there necessa
will be cold gas in the chamber. This alone leads to comp
sion of the copper plume, as can be discerned in the c
parison between Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!. Also, as compared to th
gaseous beam~Fig. 3!, neutralization of the ions occurs on
much shorter length scale in the denser droplet beam@Fig.
4~c!#. Accordingly, only a very short length of;1 mm of the
trail can be imaged by the Cu fluorescence. This contrac
of the trail can result from one of two possibilities:~a! the
fluorescence is quenched in the droplet beam or~b! the plug
velocity of the beam is now dramatically lower than that
the room temperature expansion. To distinguish betw
these two possibilities, we investigate the atomic fluor
cence time profile. Data obtained at different chamber p
sures, with concomitant variation in nozzle temperatureT
,35 K, are shown in Fig. 5. After the initial plasma spik
the fluorescence rises on the time scale of 0.5–1ms, with
delay increasing in proportion to the chamber pressure.
fluorescence then decays, nonexponentially, on the time s
of 5–10ms. Clearly, the rise time is determined by the flu
rescence lifetime while the decay represents the slower
mation kinetics of the upper state, consistent with the n
tralization mechanism, as already suggested above. Wh
is not clear whether excited atoms survive the pickup p
cess, it is clear that the beam is rather efficient in picking
ions and electrons. It is valuable to note that positive io
serve as centers for condensation of helium, by form
snowballs.1 As such, the plasma may further catalyze co
densation, and the formation of larger droplets. This a
implies that the droplet-solvated ions undergo recombi
tion, a process that may release energy by evaporation. Q
clearly, the coupling of the droplet beam to the plasma w
contain nontrivial microscopic dynamics, including the th
malization of fast electrons and the trapping and neutral
tion of ion–electron pairs. Finally, let us note that a meas
of the plug velocity of the beam can be inferred from t
observation that over its;10 ms duration~Fig. 5!, the fluo-
rescent volume remains within;1 mm @Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!#,
implying a velocity of;100 m/s. This is significantly lowe
than what would be expected based on the nozzle temp
ture if the expansion was carried out in vacuum. For
ample, in their careful measurements, Slipchenkoet al.find a
beam velocity of 394 m/s for a nozzle temperature of 14
The significantly reduced beam velocity in the present
rangement again implies postexpansion cooling of the be
as it travels through the cold gas.

In Fig. 6 we show the plasma@Fig. 6~a!# and its attach-
ment to the droplet beam@Fig. 6~b!#, at a nozzle temperatur
of 15 K ~during 10 Hz operation!. These images were ob
tained with the level of the bulk HeII only ;2 cm below the
ablation spot. Although the fluorescence trail does not stre
far enough to reach the liquid, delivery to the bulk is eas
identified by observing splashing at the surface. As in
case of the room temperature measurement, we monito
length of time for which the plasma remains distorted. W
the valve set for a nominal open time of 250ms, we observe
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the distortion to last for as long as 4 ms~325 ms at room
temperature!. This implies that at the cryogenic temperatur
of operation, with the chamber filled with cold He vapor, t
beam stretches significantly beyond the valve opening ti
We suspect that the droplets are segregated in size, with
heavier, colder droplets significantly trailing the warm
front with a velocity that is estimated to be<50 m/s; namely,
below the Landau critical velocity required to generate
ementary excitations in superfluid helium.18 While we do not
fully understand the dynamics of these droplet beams
would seem that the conditions for ‘‘soft landing’’ ar
reached.

Operationally, all design considerations of the conceiv
molecule injector have been demonstrated. The next stag
this development will be the integration of a second laser,
interrogation of the injected impurities downstream from t
ablation source, and after delivery to the liquid. The utility
the extant development as an intense, pulsed, doped, s
fluid helium droplet source is addressed in the following
ticle by Slipchenkoet al.19
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